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Background 

Communicate and 
interact over the internet 

Application invention 
and mixture 

Devices within the 
IoT network 

Remotely monitored 
and controlled 

IoT technology has grown rapidly around the world in the past years. The growth will just keep going and it is 
expected to have billions of IoT devices installed and operated in 2025. 

IoT enables anything that is embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and connectivity to be 
connected to each other and make life easier and simpler, but together with the convenience, new security challenges 
also arise around the usage of IoT devices. 
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Building Cyber Leadership 
 

Cyber is Global 
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RISKS AND 
THREATS 
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It starts with compromising “smart” devices that are 
built with no security in mind... 
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OT – a gap in the security industry 
TSMC lost US$171 million off its revenue and much more of spoiled chips that need to 
be disposed  
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Hit another bump on the road for Industrial 4.0 (IIoT 
adoption) 
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Managing legal and regulations internationally – 
mounting risk and costs! 
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Getting eerily as they start to hit public transportation 
– flashes of 9-11  
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New terminology coined (achievement unlocked!) 
Victim of your own circumstances 
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Shooting cars at your key infrastructures 
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Lemmings 
by Psynosis...are these guys psychic? 
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And now you can kill ...with a click 
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From Weapons of Mass Disruption to Weapons of Mass 
DESTRUCTION ?! 
●  The number of Internet of Things (IoT) 

devices is large, diverse, and 
inadequate. The number of malicious 
programs on IoT devices is rapidly 
increasing. The IoT devices are 
dominated by monitors and IP 
cameras, and the rest are various 
network devices and routers, or VoIP 
phone and printer, etc. 

●  IoT devices have become the main target 
of cyber attacks and the main source of 
security threats due to the proliferation of 
malicious programs on IoT devices. 

●  Hackers may use the IoT devices to 
establish relay stations, invade drones to 
steal sensitive information, and invade 
wearables and medical devices to obtain 
biological information. 

●  IoT can even be used to threaten lives! 
An armchair weapon of mass 
destruction! 
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CHALLENGES 
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Framework and Components 

Due to the complexity of the IoT architecture, it is not ideal to include all security issues related to each 
architecture in the world in the framework. Instead, this framework focus on the most common core 
components of the IoT architecture, which are: Edge Client, Gateway and Cloud. 

Common use cases of the core IoT 
components: 

•  Edge Client 
Senses and collects data, then send the 
collected data to the Gateway 

•  IoT Gateway 
Acknowledges and confirms the reception of the 
data with Edge Client, then perform 
identification on the data before sending it to the 
Cloud 

•  Cloud 
Receives the data from Gateway, then saves 
the data into its storage. After analyzing the 
data, output will be broadcasted to the Edge 
Client through Gateway 
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Security Challenges 

Privacy 

Vulnerability 

Several IoT devices are used to collect and 
analyze sensitive data. The devices might not 
be secure enough to protect the users against 
security incidents such as data leakage. 

Due to the massive connectivity of IoT, if one of 
the nodes is vulnerable to malicious attack, 
attackers might take advantage over the 
weakness link and attack the IoT network 
through the vulnerable node. 

Mobile devices are becoming an indivisible part of 
our life and is often connected to the IoT 
network. 

An IoT network consists of numerous IoT nodes 
which can be sensors, gateways or mobile 
devices. With the increasing number of nodes 
being connected to the IoT network, the chance 
of having a vulnerable node or malicious node 
within the network also increases. 

Hardware security is often neglected during the 
development of IoT. The IoT network becomes 
vulnerable if security mechanisms against hardware 
attacks such as physical intrusion or physical tapping 
of the IoT devices. 

Being remote controllable is often a key feature of 
IoT products. If network security mechanisms such 
as authentication is absent on the IoT device, 
malicious attacks can simply perform a remote 
attack toward the IoT network. 

System upgrade or update are common features for 
IoT devices. Without a strong authentication and 
verification mechanism, malicious users can leverage 
on the system update/upgrade interface to control 
the software, hardware or firmware of the IoT 
devices. 

Distances between IoT nodes varies. They can be next to 
each other, or they can be installed in different continents. 
As data transmissions between IoT nodes usually rely on 
wireless connections, without sound authentication and 
identification mechanism, security incidents such as data 
leakage may occur. 

The above challenges are the most common and critical security challenges associated 
with IoT. If they have not been considered during the development IoT, the IoT 
ecosystem will become vulnerable if more and more vulnerable IoT devices start to kick 
in. As such, we proposes the CSCIS IoTSF to provide recommendations and best 
practices for IoT developers. 

Mobile 
Device 

IoT 
Architecture 

Hardware 
Security 

IoT 
Networking 

Upgrade/ 
Update 

Data 
Transmission 
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What we can do to close 
the gap (in security) 
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Objective 

Deployment Design 

Usage 

Maintenance 

Edge 
Client 

IoT Gateway 

Cloud 
CSCIS IoT 
Security 

Framework 
(IoTSF)  

We aims to: 

•  Create a more secure IoT ecosystem through a well-
defined IoT security framework on IoT components 
including edge clients, gateways and cloud.  

•  The framework provides recommendations and best 
practices for development and application of IoT and 
educate both the IoT developers and users on how 
to secure their IoT. 

•  The CSCIS IoT Security Framework (IoTSF) will help 
to strengthen the security of IoT by contributing 
recommendations and best practices on design, 
deployment, maintenance and usage of IoT devices. 
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CSCIS IoT Security Requirements 

•  Security recommendations and best practices 
on IoT are necessary to help secure the IoT 
ecosystem as well as building trust on IoT 
utilization 

•  CSCIS not only aims to provide 
recommendations and best practices for IoT 
development. But at the same time, educate 
the IoT users on the security requirements of 
their IoT devices and how they can utilize the 
security mechanisms to have a more secure 
IoT experience. 

•  CSCIS has identified 21 IoT security 
requirements and they can be categorized into 
6 different categories, which are: general 
security, physical security, system security, 
communication security, identification security 
and authentication, and privacy protection. 

Physical Security 

System 
Security 

Communication 
Security 

Identification 
Security and 

Authentication 

Privacy 
Protection 

General Security 
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Key security controls 

Security 
by design 

Consider the security of the whole IoT system from a consistent and holistic approach 
during its whole lifecycle across all levels of device/application design and 
development, integrating different security policies and techniques and design 
architecture by compartments to encapsulate elements in case of attacks throughout 
the development, manufacture, and deployment. 

Identify the IoT ecosystem context including key network/information systems 
and intended use /environment of a given IoT device then using a defense-in-
depth approach to Identify significant risks among the IoT ecosystem. 

Risk and 
Threat 
Identification 
and 
Assessment 

Management 
of Security 
Vulnerabilities 
and Incidents 

Establish procedures for analyzing and handling security incidents and participate 
in information-sharing platforms to report vulnerabilities and receive timely and 
critical information about current cyber threats and vulnerabilities from public and 
private partners. 
Based on the mentioned information-sharing platforms, create and coordinate 
and a publicly disclosed mechanism for vulnerability reports. 
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Key security controls (Cont.) 

Third-
Party 
relation- 
ships 

It is necessary for IoT hardware manufacturers and IoT software developers to adopt 
cybersecurity supply chain risk management policies and communicate the cyber 
security requirements to their suppliers and partners. 

Proper and scalable management mechanism and requirements should be implemented 
and enforced for cryptographic key generation, exchange, storage, usage, replace and 
discard. 
While adopting cryptographic algorithms for data process and communication, use well 
known ones that recognized by the scientific community, etc. Certain proprietary 
solutions, such as custom cryptographic algorithms, should be avoided. 
 
 

Cryptographic 
Management 
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CSCIS IoT Security Requirements Mapping 
     Component 
Category Security Requirement IoT Components

Edge Client Gateway Cloud
General Security Security by Design ○ ○ ○

Risk and Threat Identification 
and Assessment ○ ○ ○

Management of Security 
Vulnerabilities and Incidents ○ ○ ○

Third-Party Relationships ○ ○ ○
Cryptographic Management ○ ○ ○

Physical Security Physical Interface  ○ ○ N/A
Physical Layer ○ ○ N/A

System Security Operating System ○ ○ N/A
Sensitive Data Storage ○ ○ ○
Web-Based Management 
Interface ○ ○ ○

Application Programming 
Interface ○ ○ ○

System Logging ○ ○ N/A
Communication Security Network Port ○ ○ N/A

Sensitive Data Transmission ○ ○ ○
Communication Interface ○ ○ N/A
Communication Protocol ○ ○ ○

Identification and Authentication Authentication ○ ○ ○
Password ○ ○ ○
Authorization ○ ○ ○

Privacy Protection Assessment of Sensitive 
Information ○ ○ ○

Assessment of Impacts on 
Sensitive Information ○ ○ ○
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Q&A 


